
GLYNT.AI Speeds Enterprise Sustainability
Data with AWS Marketplace

The new listing from GLYNT makes accurate, audit-ready sustainability data just a “click to buy” for

businesses everywhere

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA, UNITED STATES, September 29, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- GLYNT.AI, the

“Everyone knows that

emissions and sustainability

reporting is important work,

they just don’t know how to

get started. Now it is as easy

as ‘click-to-buy.’ ”

Chieng Moua, Chief Revenue

Officer of GLYNT.AI

platform for Enterprise Sustainability Data,, has made it

easier for businesses around the globe to get started with

accurate, audit-ready emissions, energy, water and waste

data through a listing on AWS Marketplace. With a  “click to

buy”, the offering enables any business to get started with

ease and confidence through their AWS account. 

Customers around the globe use GLYNT data for reporting

compliance, operational efficiencies, and climate finance.

GLYNT delivers accurate  and audit-ready emissions data

from a customer’s primary data sources such as utility bills,

business invoices, iot sensors and more. 

“We’re excited to make it easy for every C-suite to take action on one of the greatest challenges

facing our planet,” said Chieng Moua, Chief Revenue Officer.  “Everyone knows that emissions

and sustainability reporting is important work, they just don’t know how to get started. Now it is

as easy as ‘click-to-buy.’ GLYNT customers use our simple and quick onboarding process, and

then gain an automated stream of data that is updated, accurate and audit-ready.” 

SS&C Blue Prism has partnered with GLYNT to enable intelligent preparation and reporting of

emissions data, and comments:   “By utilizing SS&C Blue Prism digital workers, organizations can

achieve a sustainable business model while meeting investor demands and satisfying regulatory

requirements,” said Michael Marchuk, Vice President, Global Advisory Programs SS&C Blue

Prism. “This will help organizations reduce risks and demonstrate the positive impact of the

sustainable ESG program within the business.” 

Interested customers can go to GLYNT’s AWS Marketplace listing and click to buy.  The GLYNT

sales team will reach out to confirm the purchase and finalize the scope of work.  The data

expense is added as a line-item to the customer’s AWS invoice. This simple process breaks

through a key bottleneck in sustainability reporting -- how to get started --  and is a significant

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.blueprism.com/


acceleration in the time to value from accurate, actual emissions data. 

Moua remarks: “As The Economist has recently reported, accounting boards have shown the

value of standardized, audited financial statements, and sustainability disclosures should do the

same. GLYNT makes it easy to report sustainability data through standard financial systems.  Our

listing on AWS Marketplace is part of the normalization of sustainability reporting, and we’re

excited to work with businesses around the globe on this next stage."

Visit GLYNT’s listing on AWS Marketplace: https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/seller-

profile?id=36887a8d-e6c2-4606-a6d6-a5c0bada020f

ABOUT GLYNT

GLYNT is the leading platform for Enterprise Sustainability Data. Our mission is to enable

businesses, homes and communities around the globe to produce and profit from their

sustainability data. GLYNT’s advanced machine learning accelerates and simplifies emissions,

energy, waste and water data flows for finance and sustainability teams, and enables reporting

compliance, operational savings and climate finance. Learn more at https://glynt.ai/

ABOUT AWS MARKETPLACE

AWS Marketplace offers a simple, streamlined experience that enables customers to easily find

and instantly deploy best-in-class software, data and professional services.  Learn more at:

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace

ABOUT SS&C BLUE PRISM

More than 2,800 customers globally run their operations on SS&C Blue Prism and SS&C Chorus,

digitizing operations across financial services, insurance, health and pharma, banking and more.

To learn more about Blue Prism Desktop and how it could support your automation ambitions,

please visit here.  
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/592945876
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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